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When Vancouver Airport (YVR) decided to revamp and upgrade their popular jetSet 
Parking product they were looking for new and innovative ways to set them 
apart from their off site competitors whilst providing a parking experience 
that would exceed the service expectations of their customers, they 
decided to engage the services of ANPR International Ltd and ParkIT to 
provide a secure, efficient and customer focused parking experience. 
Under the new jetSet YVR Valet Parking concept, customers enter the 
lotlot and pass through the new vehicle imaging booth, provided by 
ANPR International Ltd, which takes a 360 degree wraparound 
image of the vehicle before heading to leave their vehicle in one of 
the designated drop-off lanes. The customer then makes their way 
into the customer service building where they drop off their keys ready 
for their vehicle to be Valet parked. When customers return to jetSet YVR 
Parking, they will find their car waiting for them in the designated pick-up 

areaarea and because payment has already been made in advance, 
customers only need to retrieve their keys before driving out of the lot. 
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Following recently unveiled improvements to Cardiff 
Airport's terminal facilities, a brand new car parking 
feature has been launched that will add even more 
ease to the journey of the customer through the airport. 
Meet & Greet is a car parking service that offers 
customers a more personal touch and many benefits 
linked to taking the stress out of travel. Priced 
competitivelycompetitively and in line with our other car park 
products, it has been introduced following the recent 
passenger growth at the airport and complements other 
recent terminal improvements.

Having experienced the benefit and advantages that 
the Vehicle Damage Recording System (VDRS) offers to 
Airport parking, Doncaster Sheffield Airport opted to 
upgrade its VDR System this month, to our latest 4th 
Generation cameras. The Dual Lane VDR System at 
Doncaster Sheffield Airport has been in operation since 
the opening of the Meet & Greet service in May 2016. 
TheThe system utilised our 3rd Generation VDRS cameras 
which offered high-resolution vehicle images, but have 
this year been surpassed by the move to full HD imagery 
with our 4th Generation models.

As an established provider of safe and secure off site 
airport parking, Airparks, at their Luton site, took the 
opportunity to further establish their reputation for high 
levels of customer service and vehicle security by 
installing a Vehicle Damage Recording System. The 
imaging booth and equipment, installed by ANPR 
International Ltd, provides not only peace of mind for the 
motoristmotorist in the knowledge that their vehicle is being 
looked after but also protects the operator in the event 
of a motorist making a false claim of damage in respect 
of their vehicle whilst in the care of Airparks, all round the 
new addition sets the benchmark for Meet and Greet 
airport operations.

As part of the major redevelopment and expansion of 
Leeds Bradford Airport, its latest Meet & Greet service, 
which offers customers the convenience of dropping off 
their vehicle less than 100m from the terminal front, has 
included its second   Vehicle Damage Recording System 
(VDRS) from ANPR International Ltd. The construction of 
the new Meet & Greet parking facility started shortly after 
thethe opening of the Airport's first VDRS  in April 2018 for its 
Viking Parking service. 
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MAIN FEATURES & BENEFITS

HOW DO YOU PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST FALSE CLAIMS?

WHAT SECTORS BENEFIT FROM OUR VDRS?

EXAMPLES OF DAMAGES CAPTURED BY OUR VDRS
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Do you manage vehicles? Is there a risk of damage? 
Do you need to prove liability? Do you self insure?

If the answer to any of the above is “Yes”, then you 
need to look at our Vehicle Damage Recording 
System (VDRS) to protect yourself and your staff from 
the rise in false and fraudulent claims.

VehicleVehicle storage and parking services are increasingly 
being targeted for false insurance claims, often for 
minor damage, scratches or scrapes. Having the 
ability to efficiently and swiftly identify liability when it 
arises is critical to maintaining customer respect and 
confidence.

• All in One Design

• Dedicated Server Configuration

• IP Setup

• Real Time Processing up to 25fps

• View anywhere facility with Web Interface

• Expandable Storage - holds records for as long as needed

•• Reduced incidence of fraudulent damage claims

• Damage liability disputes quickly and easily resolved

Many motorists don’t always realise until much later that 
damage has occurred to their vehicle, but when they do 
they nearly always assume that the issue occurred when 
the vehicle was not under their control. In contrast a small 
number of motorists are fully aware of the condition of 
their vehicle and seek to have repairs carried out 
opportunistically at the expense of others by falsifying a 
claim.claim.

Simple... with our Vehicle Damage Recording System we 
keep an eye, or rather 8 to 12 eyes on every vehicle 
entering your site and record a HD image of the vehicle’s 
entire exterior. 

TheThe VDR System produces an online searchable 
database of every vehicle entering and exiting your site, 
cataloguing each vehicle by its registration, with date 
and time, and provides you with a full 360° view of the 
vehicle’s condition before it was left by the customer in 
your care.

The VDR System is designed to capture a 360° image as 
the vehicle passes through the checkpoint. The system 
typically utilises eight High Definition cameras to capture 
a stationary image of the vehicle and tie the record to 
the vehicle’s registration that has been captured by the 
ANPR cameras. All the information and imagery is then 
stored in the database to be easily reviewed at a later 
stage.stage.
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GATE GUARDIAN

EV CHARGING POINT

BAY GUARDIAN

BAY SENSORS

Parking control barries are designed to manage who 
enters or exits a designated area, particularly where 
there is a need to control payment of a parking tariff. 
Tailgating becomes a problem when the offender 
leaves the area without paying the required amount 
resulting in lost revenue for the operator. gateGUARDIAN 
captures tailgating events and allows the issue of a PCN 
after non payment, therefore protecting revenues.after non payment, therefore protecting revenues.

IntroducingIntroducing evCHARGEPOINT from ANPR International, 
an intelligent and durable electric vehicle charging 
point solution, with a future proof design, providing 
reliable EV charging with low costs for your business, 
regardless of the environment in which it is installed. 
evCHARGEPOINT is an ultra modern EV charging 
solution, its sleek design and advanced technology 
meansmeans longevity is guaranteed. Our evCHARGEPOINT 
comeswith a secure cloud based remote management 
system making it easy to pair with existing apps, loyalty 
programs, customer portals or point of use charging 
schemes.

bayGUARDIAN integrates ANPR cameras and Pay & 
Display/Pay on Foot machines to the eyeTRAFFIC back 
office system to manage car park revenues and 
enforcement. The system works by capturing Vehicle 
Registration Marks and time stamping them at the point 
of entry and exit. If the car park is maximum stay, 
bayGUARDIAN calculates the time a vehicle has 
remainedremained in the car park and if the vehicle overstays 
bayGUARDIAN will automatically obtain the VRM and 
registered keeper details, resulting in a Parking Charge
Notice being sent through the post.

The baySENSOR occupancy detection system uses part 
embedded in-ground or surtace mounted sensors to 
detect the occupancy of vehicles parked over them. 
The system provides an accurate, lower cost and easier 
to install alternative to other occupancy detection 
systems, many of which are overhead mounted, 
therefore not suitable for outdoor or surtace only 
appicationsappications and would need costly cable ducting. 
Occupancy data and analysis is presented via our 
graphically rich, cloud-based parking management 
software, providing visual mapped information alerts.

RAISING EXPECTATION WITH
       TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS 


